NEW REQUESTS
Capital & Operating
Requestors: Jason Darrah, Communications
Darren Enns, Planning & Development
Pierre-Hughes Gagnon, Engineering
Cost Centre for Service Review: Communications
Title of Initiative: Bear Street Reconstruction Communications & Marketing
Summary: In 2020, the Town of Banff is scheduled to proceed with an approved Capital
Budget project to reconstruct the road, drainage systems, sidewalks, underground utilities,
lighting, public amenities and streetscapes of the 200 Block of Bear Street. The location is a
vibrant downtown block of retail, restaurants, galleries and services that attract visitors and
residents year-round. The Capital project will enhance the pedestrian experience, resulting in
a shared street, also marketed as a “woonerff” during four summers of piloting features.
As a major reconstruction project, the impact will be significant for businesses and residents
on the street, as well as customers, patients and clients. Access to businesses and residences
will be maintained through the construction period. Administration proposes:
1. information communications strategies to keep businesses and residents aware
and informed about the project, and
2. marketing strategies to attract customers, patients and clients to the street’s
important businesses and services.
This New Service Level Request is grouped with the Bear Street Shared Street Project
Update.
Description:
The Town of Banff has initiated a capital project scheduled for 2020 to renew the road,
drainage systems, sidewalks, underground utilities, street lighting, public amenities and
streetscapes of the 200 Block of Bear Street.
The project aims to improve the visitor/resident experience on Bear Street. The
construction will beautify the street and enhance the pedestrian experience, resulting in a
“shared street.” Transforming vehicle-centric streets into more walkable, shared streets has
been proven to create economic gains, especially on streets with retail, food/beverage,
arts/culture, and hospitality.
Project information: banff.ca/BearStreet
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Background:
In 2007, the Town of Banff initiated the major Banff Refreshing project to renew the
major infrastructure of two blocks of the town’s main street, Banff Avenue, in the heart of
the shopping and tourism district. The primary reason for the project was to renew aging
underground infrastructure, including water and sewer lines, as well as the road and
sidewalks.
Capitalizing on the
need to replace
infrastructure, Banff
Refreshing also
implemented
significant streetscape
enhancements to
improve the
pedestrian
experience, including
wider sidewalks,
more crosswalks,
more places to sit,
landscaping beds and
all new lighting. The
project implemented
a consistent and
appealing design
standard of the
Downtown Enhancement Concept Plan that complements Banff’s inspiring natural
environment, while creating greater capacity for visitation, through all seasons.
The 2007 construction project tore up two blocks of Banff Avenue during the height of
tourism season, from March through October. With any major construction project, a
negative impact on affected businesses is a significant risk.
In 2007, the Town of Banff committed $1 million for communications and marketing to
maintain awareness of businesses and to inspire customer visits. This project was branded
Banff Refreshing to demonstrate a commitment to positioning the project as an investment to
celebrate, with an outcome of enhancing tourism and business prosperity.
The 2020 project to renew one block of Bear Street will have similar construction impact as
the 2007 Banff Avenue project. This project will extend Banff Refreshing design standards.
A communications and marketing strategy, commensurate with Banff Refreshing in 2007,
would provide enhanced communications with tenants on Bear Street about the evolving
construction project, while working to maintain business and visitation to Bear Street.
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Communications & Marketing Audiences:
• Owners and managers of properties and businesses located on the 200 block of
Bear Street. These businesses deserve support in maintaining customers during the
Town’s construction project. The Bear Street property and business owners and
managers also require frequent and reliable information about the construction
project, participation in the marketing activities, and opportunities to review day-today construction activities. (Information Sharing)
•

Banff visitors total 10,000 to 40,000 each day. Visitors seek cultural attractions,
hotels, retail stores, tourism services, and food and beverage establishments. Visitors
must be actively attracted to the Bear Street businesses through the construction
period. (Customer Attraction)

•

About 9,000 residents live in Banff. Bear Street has a cluster of professional services
and specialized retail that serve locals. Residents must be aware of continued access
to Bear Street tenants. (Customer Attraction & Information Sharing)

•

Front-line staff in businesses and organizations throughout Banff require tools
and techniques to help visitors and residents learn about the Bear Street project and
the vibrant retail, service and hospitality available.
(Information Sharing for Customer Attraction)

•
•
•
•
•

Businesses
on Bear St.
Services on
Bear St.
Residents on
Bear St.
Visitor
organizations
& agencies
Banff
residents

Information about the
Reconstruction Project
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Capital Costs - Communications
2020
2021
2022
Total campaign cost
$554,500
$3,000
0
2020 Includes:
 $70,000 – Business Liaison contract
 $70,000 – marketing agency strategy and creative
 $152,800 –coordination and implementation of:
o 3 kiosks ($2,600 x 3)
o Scrim/fence wrap design $10,000 (purchase, printing and install by
contractor)
o Posters, tent cards, collateral material images, and business signs ($15,000)
o Commemorative Bear Street souvenir giveaway for attraction ($25,000)
o Street and wayfinding signs on-site, streetscape attraction and off-site, and
entrance feature ($75,000)
o Paid advertising ($20,000)
 $190,000 – ambassadors on-site and off-site, staffing and training
 $4,000 – information sessions and displays
 $3,400 – fiberglass sculpture/attraction piece
 $28,700 – Taxi pass or bus shuttle bus (based on 4 x seniors program)
 $8,000 – Golf cart shuttle lease (3 x 6-passenger electric $650/mo x 4)
 $46,300 – street animation/activation and entertainment
 $10,000 – Wrap-up event for tenants
2021
• Wrap up consultation and final information on completed shared street
Resources Required to Implement & Maintain:
Contracted business liaison position required to maintain consistency of customer service
through the project. Communications, Engineering and Planning & Development
Departments will contribute to the communications and marketing strategies.
Estimated Commencement Date:
February 2020.
Supporting Strategic or Tactical Plan
The following objectives are identified in the Banff Community Plan:
• Provide infrastructure that meets the future needs of residents and visitors.
• Introduce initiatives to reduce the demands for infrastructure expansion.
• Create memorable national park experiences.
• Provide a transportation system that encourages and complements pedestrian
movement and cycling.
• Improve the movement and delivery of goods by specifically recognizing loading
areas, access maneuvers and timing.
• Provide a wayfinding system that makes finding Banff facilities, amenities and
attractions easy.
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•
•

Increase opportunities for public art projects that are consistent with our sense of
place.
Ensure all new development and redevelopment incorporates the highest quality
architecture, landscape architecture, environmental and urban design that is
complimentary to its location and surrounding context.
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What We Heard: Proposed Communications & Marketing
The Town of Banff hosted six public engagement sessions on the proposed communications
and marketing tactics. Property owners, managers, employees and business leaders of Bear
Street, representatives of service organizations and residents of Bear Street were invited to
attend any of the
stakeholder input sessions:
• Sunday, Sept. 15
(1 – 3 p.m.)
• Monday, Sept. 16
(9 – 11 a.m.)
• Tuesday, Sept. 17
(5 – 7 p.m.)
• Wednesday, Sept. 25
(noon – 1 p.m.)
• Wednesday, Oct. 2,
(noon – 2 p.m.)
• Wednesday, Oct. 2
(5 – 7 p.m.)
Stakeholders were invited through two flyer drops, five email messages to more than 140
distinct addresses, two in-person registration drives, social media invitations, and public
relations.
Over the six stakeholder meetings and follow-up meetings, the Town engaged with 55
individuals representing a cross-section of all target stakeholders: property owners, property
managers, business managers and employees, service organizations and residents.
In each session:
• An overview the reconstruction project was provided, including what will not be
known until a construction contractor is selected
• An overview of previous engagement was provided
• Ample time was dedicated to answering questions about the reconstruction project
• Participants were led page-by-page through an 18-page discussion guide with an
overview of all proposed communications and marketing tactics
• Participants were provided opportunities to give verbal feedback and suggestions on
all communications and marketing tactics – what they liked and did not like, new
ideas and comments
• Participants were asked to provide straw-poll feedback on the project name and the
overall communications and marketing objectives
• Participants were invited to provide follow-up written or typed feedback in the
discussion guide, and meet additionally on any key points
• Stakeholders were invited to register for project updates
• Stakeholders were invited to provide further input at the December 17 public input
portion of Banff Town Council’s Service Review
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Some of the participants that chose to provide their name/organization with their input
included:
• Rocky Mountain Yoga
• CMH Heli-skiing and Summer
Adventures
• Wild Flour Bakery
• Banff Walk
• Snowtips-Bactrax
• CBS Financial
• Arctos and Bird
• Banff Cycle
• Dr. N. Schindler
• Banff Hospitality Collective
• Standish Home Hardware
• Lole Banff
• Willock and Sax Gallery
• Town House property
• Brewster Mountain Lodge
• Alpine Medical Clinic
• Banff Adventures
• Residents
• Canada House Gallery
• BLLT
• Altitude Physiotherapy
• Banff Dental Care

The following pages provide an overview on the recommended tactics, and are accompanied
by summary feedback of What We Heard in the six stakeholder meetings and input received
after the sessions.
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Theme

The Town of Banff was using the working theme “Bear Street Refreshing” for the projects
communications and marketing, building on the success of the Banff Refreshing project and
the fact that Banff Refreshing street guidelines will be incorporated.
The marketing theme should be called Bear Street Refreshing.
This means: all marketing material will have the name of the street embedded in the name, and
will position the project positively as improvements to benefit customers.
For residents, the name reminds people of the Banff Refreshing project and its success for
maintaining access to businesses.
Strong
Agreement
28%

Agreement

Neutral

Disagreement

28%

28%

16%

Strong
Disagreement

Don’t Know

What we heard:
• Not inspiring enough for customer and client attraction.
• Banff Refreshing had different challenges (impact on all visitors), this is different.
• I would prefer something that works in social media like ‘BearStreetCoolStreet.’
• I would like more use of the ‘Bear’ in marketing strategies…
• Bear Street is limited in scope. Banff Refreshing impacted the rest of Banff Ave.
• It jumps from ‘Woonerff’ to ‘Shared Street’ to something new. Name recognition is
important for the future of the street.
• Shared Street better explains purpose.
What we will do:
• The Town of Banff will work with the marketing agency to develop a stronger name to
enhance the attraction objective, while also having longevity after the project is
complete.
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Bear Street Refreshing Goal A:
Information Sharing: Tenants of Bear Street are well-informed about the construction
project, and have opportunities to provide information to the construction project managers.
Communication objectives (two-way Information Sharing):
• Banff residents, businesses and stakeholders are aware of the Banff Refreshing Bear
Street project, purpose, timelines and updates
• Bear Street businesses and residents are satisfied with the Town project
• Bear Street business leaders have opportunities to provide input on construction
process, and recommend strategies to address unforeseen issues
• Bear Street businesses, employees and residents have a channel to identify urgent
problems or questions about construction and access
• Bear Street employers, employees, residents, property owners and stakeholders
understand construction impacts, mitigation strategies and contingency plans
• Visitors understand construction is undertaken to improve the street, and are they
are aware Bear Street businesses are open.
Statement: The Town must have a goal of two-way Information Sharing with Bear Street
tenants.
This means: Tenants (businesses, organizations and residents) of Bear Street are well-informed
about the construction project, and have opportunities to provide information to the
construction project managers.
Strong
Agreement
88%

Agreement

Neutral

Disagreement

12%

-

-

Strong
Disagreement
-

Don’t Know
-

What we heard:
• Communications needs to be made a priority to ensure businesses/residents know
about the stages of construction … know about problems that will arise.
• This will be essential to allow tenants to organize their operations around construction,
and minimize disruption.
• Most frustrations come with not knowing what is happening.
• Having a clearly defined/predictable construction schedule with access routes will go far
for mitigating the negatives.
• Communications is critical at the front end so businesses can have their say on how to
mitigate this project.
• Parking for residents and patients must be communicated clearly.
• Shut-downs for power or water will negatively impact my services and I schedule
patients a year ahead.
• Businesses should have input in design elements in final plan, which directly affect
business activity. Input should be welcomed by the Town since these are lived
experiences by those directly affected.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

(We) must be informed as soon as possible on the time frame and staging around this
project (we plan tour operators months in advance). We must be able to question how
the project will affect our operations (and help with messages to tour operators).
I think there should be information sharing with public as well and then more detailed
communications with Bear Street Tenants.
Can’t stress enough the importance of two-way info sharing.
Need this at the level that (current compliance officer) does it now for private projects –
it is exceptional.
It is important that businesses and residents are informed of all delays that happen
throughout the project, particularly if they are directly impacted. Do daily updates if
necessary, especially for businesses in close proximity to the specific location of Bear
Street. Businesses need to be aware of how they are impacted and for how long as soon
as there is a known delay. Their customers can then be informed if need be, or
instructed on the best way to access the business.
Communication is important and we have confidence that it will be timely and effective
for Businesses on Bear Street. Marketing is far more important to us, as we rely heavily
on tourist traffic. Our business cannot survive on retail sales to Banff residents only, so
marketing to visitors is our primary concern.

What we will do:
• Communications will be two-way through the project, including channels for issues
• We will release milestones, timeline/schedule and project phasing with description of
what areas are affected and when, as soon as available and approved.
• We will explore opportunities for input on any aspects of design that remain flexible
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Bear Street Refreshing Goal B:
Attraction: Customers and clients are attracted to tenants of Bear Street, and business traffic
is maintained.
Marketing objectives (Attracting Customers/Clients):
• Visitors and residents (customers and clients) seek out Bear Street businesses and
attractions
• The level of pedestrian traffic on Bear Street is comparable to pre-construction years
• Potential customers and visitors navigate easily through the construction area
• Businesses are empowered to enhance marketing to customers
• Visitors have a positive experience, enjoy street attractions, business promotions, and
look forward to returning to Banff’s Bear Street once it is “refreshed.”
Statement: The Town must have a goal to Attract Customers and Clients to Bear Street.
This means: Customers and clients are attracted to tenants of Bear Street,
and business traffic is maintained.
Strong
Agreement
79%

Agreement

Neutral

Disagreement

16%

5%

-

Strong
Disagreement
-

Don’t Know
-

What we heard:
• Same as the Banff Ave Refreshing – need to put lots of effort into advertising to locals &
visitors about what Bear Street has to offer, ensure people are aware the businesses are
open
• Maintaining foot traffic to Bear Street is vital if businesses are to stay afloat during the
construction period.
• Needs to be easily accessible to get through the street
• Access to all businesses should be priority #1.
• Access routes must be part of the project so they can be easily communicated and
marketed to visitors and residents.
• This must include residents who need to access essential services like doctors, dentists,
lawyers, physiotherapists, etc., not just tourists.
• I am neutral because customers and clients will find their way to Bear Street if they need
or desire to do so.
• “Street attractions” would be what? Businesses will do their own promotions regardless.
• Greater emphasis needed on showcasing existing businesses and organizations, rather
than adding “street entertainment” to be more effective.
• Bike rental plan is needed (off site).
• Advanced notice of the project timeline and phasing will help our marketing efforts,
which are longer range than shops and restaurants.
• The KEY goal should not just be attraction but also accessibility of bear Street to
clients/patients of bear street dental/medical offices.
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•
•
•
•

(We) host a head office at (on Bear Street); customer street traffic is not our primary
concern; partners and guests passing through to do business with us is more important.
DO NOT ONLY FOCUS ON TOURISTS. Banff locals should also be encouraged to visit.
This will be extremely difficult to achieve and expectations need to be set at an
appropriate level. Bear Street is a secondary street and it is not likely to achieve the
same level of success as Banff Refreshing.
“Businesses are empowered to enhance marketing to customers.” We would like to
understand the limits on that empowerment. Was the Town of Banff Marketing team
able to achieve “pre-construction levels of business/ pedestrian traffic” during the Banff
Ave. refreshing project? If this goal is not being achieved, what is the contingency plan?

What we will do:
• A key part of marketing will be to clients/patients in Banff and Canmore who access
services, in addition to marketing to customers of businesses.
• Marketing will focus on specific services, businesses and organizations, not just
attraction of the street as a venue.
• Integration with marketing by individual businesses and organizations will be important.
• Physical access to tenants on the street is seen as more important than marketing –
“There is no point in marketing if people cannot get to the businesses and services.”

Additional Goals, Objectives and special considerations suggested:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build anticipation in visitor markets for the finished streetscape. This reframes the
negative story - disruptive construction – into a positive vision of a regenerated ‘street
of the future’ tapping into trends for greener, pedestrian-oriented urban spaces. Selling
the idea that in 2021 you can be sipping a cocktail on Bear Street and looking up at the
mountains or strolling galleries and shops without an RV honking at traffic.
Bear Street workshops that specifically discuss design elements with businesses, not just
information-only sessions. We need actual working groups that consider the impacts of
designs and structural elements which welcome input.
Project must have as little impact on our customers as possible (hotel guests) and
advance notice is a must.
ACCESSEBILITY OF THE MAIN PROFESSIONAL BUILDING ON BEAR STREET - BEAR STRET
MALL (DOCTORS, DENTISTS, CHIRO, PHYSIO, INSURANCE, ACCOUNTANT, PHARMACY)
Please focus on face to face communication for visitors and one major installation that
would drive visitors to take that photo in the area
A boost for businesses from the finished street will help offset losses incurred during the
construction period.
Why is the project estimated to be longer than Banff Ave reconstruction?
How can we have more input on the location of landscape pods?
How can we have more input on the parking stalls… the location of the accessible stalls
should change.
Need to take out the temporary woonerf platforms on Caribou and Wolf streets during
this since access will be problematic at entrances and alleys will be extra stressed
BLLT is interested in helping amplify the marketing messages of specific businesses on
Bear Street through the construction period, especially through existing social media
channels.
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

BLLT also identified a desire to help with ambassador training, and leveraging the
existing ambassador program to provide messaging to be carried by front-line staff
throughout Banff about Bear Street. BLLT identified a desire to help with concept
development for activation of the street during construction to attract customers and
visitors.
BLLT advocates for a strategy that is focused on people who are in the Banff market, not
before they arrive.
The construction and loss of street parking on Bear St. during the consultation period.
However, the project is moving forward, and I am concerned re: access to the services
on Bear Street for residents and visitors with medical illnesses and injuries affecting
mobility. I am open to discuss options for addressing their concerns, and I am in contact
with the physicians at the Bear St. Clinic as well.
Much of this plan is focusing on tourists and bringing people to Bear Street. There
should be a concrete plan showing how people who NEED to get to Bear Street can get
there and navigate the construction.
I think the two handicapped parking spaces should be as close as possible to related
services — not across the street.
Our bottom line, Business needs to survive, what we want from this project /
interruption: Financial subsidies / support, Increased Brand recognition & awareness, InStore traffic and sales conversions.
We are very concerned about the lack of detailed designs at this point. We also are
concerned with the lack of curbs in front of our business which greatly increases the
possibility of vehicle damage to the glass front of our building as well as (products)
inside.
Having access to our parkade and having tour bus access are very important to our
business. Minimal noise and dust are also important to avoid for our guests.
Access is everything. The alley behind Bear Street on Melissa’s side could be moved to
residential access with parking behind Bison Courtyard, or the Town could rent spots
underneath the Courtyard and use Scout Hall parking spots. Also, maybe Homestead
could donate spots for the construction period.
We would like more opportunity for input or feedback on the final designs.
It would be nice to see a “local medical appointment” 60-minute parking area,
monitored on the honor system, like “reserved” spots for families with small children at
Ikea.
If you are closing the access to the parkade to (the hotel) for any amount of time, we
would appreciate consideration be made for alternate guest parking and do it before
May 15, after Thanksgiving or mid-November. Also consider alternate coach drop-off
location.
We would like a rebate on our business permit during the construction period because
we will not be able to do business and have classes in our location due to construction
noise.

What we will do:
• Administration has revisited the location of accessible parking spots (for people with
mobility issues) and realigned closer to medical offices.
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•
•
•
•

Administration will work with BLLT to capitalize on their expertise offered for
ambassador training and street activation.
Marketing efforts will include targeting Banff residents who need to access services such
as medical or professional offices.
We are exploring in-kind support from the Town and reservation of parking spaces in
Bear Street Parkade or Town Hall surface lot for periods when parkades on Bear Street
are not accessible to customers.
Administration is seeking support from other private businesses, such as parking access
by Scout Hall.
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Project Management – Recommended Tactics:
1. Bear Street Refreshing Business Liaison
o Pre-Construction Phase: Employ a representative for the Town and construction
firm as the main point of contact to work with Bear Street businesses and
residents about the project. (part-time in pre-construction phase)
o Construction Phase: Full-time representative during summer provides primary
contact for Bear Street business leaders and employees, and residents to address
questions and concerns, and provide liaison with construction firm and Town.
o Helps Town provide liaison with other affected stakeholders, such as taxis, truck
delivery, couriers, and trades services.
o Provide assistance with transportation access changes, planning for flaggers and
temporary signage. Helps evaluate and recommends traffic, parking, closure
adjustments. Monitors and adjusts all communications and marketing efforts
through year to achieve objectives.
Support
86%

Don’t Support
9%

Not sure
5%

What we heard:
• This is needed to help coordinate flaggers for access to buses and delivery, and
information
• You need a person like (development compliance officer) who has knowledge for the
businesses and property owners on this street, and a relationship with construction
companies
• Not sure how big of a workload this individual will have during execution or if these
resources would be better spent during planning and marketing
• Support only if sufficient funds also exist for access route signage, and customer
attraction initiatives
• Concerned that communication isn’t put forward on everyday basis.
• Businesses will benefit from having a single point of contact for all project queries, and
having a staff member ultimately accountable for communicating with tenants will
ensure there are no oversights.
• Please have someone familiar with the businesses and a LOCAL. (Current development
compliance officer) is someone we support or someone similar and not new to Banff
construction projects.
• Why is it necessary to hire a representative of the town – this should be somebody in
Town planning who has authority to deal directly with the construction firm.
• Availability of a single point of contact is very important since so much is going on.
• I don’t believe spending extra funds on employing extra staff. A lot of the
communications can be done over email.
• Be sure to ensure this person has a neutral perspective to suit all residents/tenants of
the street
• This would improve communications
• This person needs to have authority to affect change. No point having a business liaison
who can only relay concerns and can’t action items to resolution.
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What we will do:
• We heard that this cannot be extraneous and must streamline communications with
someone with authority to direct in urgent situations.
• We will explore structure of internal resources.

2. Periodic survey of residents and businesses of Bear St and pedestrian traffic data
o Pre-Construction: Gauge awareness about the project, primary concerns,
satisfaction with project communications and construction plan.
o Gauge awareness that businesses will be open for business through the project.
o A mid-point survey and final survey will gauge Bear Street business and resident
satisfaction with the project and identify concerns or suggestions.
o Pedestrian counters on Bear Street will be monitored for traffic counts, to
determine if project meets objective to maintain pedestrian traffic to levels of
previous two years as a supplement to feedback from businesses and
organizations about success of the project, and as a baseline against postconstruction traffic will be measured.
Support
73%

Don’t Support
14.5%

Not sure
14.5%

What we heard:
• The plan is set so there should be no need for this. There should not be a change in
plans.
• This is only useful if other projects are going to happen in addition to Bear Street.
• Project is happening so focus efforts/funds on mitigation, access and construction
timetable, not this.
• I wouldn’t want this – to highlight the problems. Don’t make this a bigger concern for
residents than it needs to be.
• Don’t support gaging awareness. Town should know awareness before they start.
Pedestrian counters are useful only in an academic sense.
• Support a workshop instead of a survey, so groups can provide or work towards
consensus of suggestions.
• It would be great to know what the starting data is prior to the project – what is
pedestrian traffic count now, so we can after refreshing – the goal is to increase.
• Support only if the project is able to adapt to the comments made by residents and
businesses.
• Periodic assessment/ check-in with the business owners about what marketing
campaigns seem to be working/ not working throughout the construction project.
• This seems redundant to the current efforts; adds undue costs; people know this is
happening
• I don’t know if pedestrian counters are necessary but I will leave that up to you
• How will pedestrian data be accurately collected? Traffic counters may simply count
construction team walking back and forth. Additionally, pedestrian counting does not
give info. about conversion rate ex: 10 people on street in front of store, but what if
noise is too loud for us to communicate to them when in our store?
• I support this tactic with the understanding that tactics could be modified in their
execution with feedback from tactic #3.
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What we will do:
• This has moderate support, but with caveats about validity of data during construction
(pedestrian counters), and potential setting wrong expectations with surveys.
• We will focus on pre-construction data and post-construction data to ensure future
improvements, but rely more on comments from businesses about client and customer
traffic during construction period, rather than adding surveys.

3. Bear Street Refreshing Communications Committee
o Establish a committee of Bear Street property owners and business leaders, along
with representation from BLLT and Town of Banff, and Business Liaison.
o A workable committee will have about 15 members. But in the planning phase,
there could be more than 20. Representatives on the committee will have a
responsibility to bring ideas and concerns from other tenants, and share
committee decisions with other tenants, advise on access issues, and review
marketing plans.
o In 2007, Banff Refreshing had “Block Captains” to represent areas.
o In the Pre-Construction Phase, the committee is focussed on collaboratively
refining a marketing strategy for implementation during construction.
o In the Construction Phase, the committee members will meet regularly about the
marketing, compile and share concerns from other locals, help address
unforeseen issues, and disseminate facts and messages to improve accurate and
timely information about the project to businesses, residents and customers.
Business Liaison Officer and Town project manager to bring comments,
concerns questions to Contractor.
o Businesses also share their planned marketing campaigns to leverage wider reach
through agencies such as BLLT.
Support
95%

Don’t Support
5%

Not sure
-

What we heard:
• Definitely agree a committee should be created. Should have different companies on
committee, or if we divide the block into segments to communicate back to other
designated companies in each segment.
• Make sure members are a representation of the mix of services on Bear Street.
• Get this type of information on the front end. People don’t have time for 20-person
meetings, which don’t generally result in action items. Don’t support.
• It would be important to highlight business owners even if they are not on the
committee – they still have the ability to market and leverage their business during this
time. Good to have a clear point of contact to address issues and promote businesses.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support this for a collaborative marketing and advertising strategy. How quickly
unforeseen issues and concerns can be dealt with should be the responsibility of the
Town.
With a proper structure, this could alleviate a great deal of the feeling that there is
much going on that we are not informed about yet and need to be included in.
Yes! And (we) would like to be on the committee.
Control the proportions of the committee, suggestion is that at least a 1/3 or 1/2 is
represented by Bear Street Professional business, rather than majority of the committee
being Food and Beverages or Tourism related businesses.
This should consist of people from a variety of businesses not just hospitality. There
should be a broad range of people, particularly people who are able to communicate
consistently with others on the block or in town.
This would help promote consistent communications
Committee should have representation across business sectors and not weighted
toward JUST F&B, for example. Vital that committee has retail representation.
This worked extremely well during Banff refreshing

What we will do:
• With strong support for this item, we will work to implement as an early activity in order
to establish working relationships, opportunities for input on marketing strategy, and to
create consistent information flow.
• We will work to have representation from businesses, property managers, residents and
service organizations.
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Information Sharing – Recommended Communications Tactics
Pre-Construction Phase
4. Online and Media Information
o Establish a project website for all information, including schedules, updates,
multimedia, and a subscription based e-newsletter on the Bear Street Refreshing
project. Consider private section for Bear Street Tenants.
o Provide local news media with information and multimedia about the project, and
key contacts for updates.
o Develop paid advertising with information for residents and businesses about the
project and establish a social media presence for updates.
o Clearly identify how customers and clients access businesses and services, by vehicle,
transit and by foot. Identify all changes access. Inform residents of Bear Street.
Support
82%

Don’t Support
9%

Not sure
9%

What we heard:
• Basic information and updates are sufficient
• As long as you have resources to keep current, and everything is easy to navigate.
• needed to hit all stakeholders.
• Definitely make people aware that this project is happening. Local news is probably a
good idea. Focus on letting people know how they can stay updated about the
construction. Make them aware that everyone will still be open for business. Have a
place for them to make comments.
• using local news media is critical as not all members of the community are comfortable
with or have access to online materials
• “develop paid advertising” with info. for residents and businesses – this is an
opportunity to support Bear Street businesses with FREE advertising on these
communications.
• Let businesses do what they do best – sell their businesses. Tourists generally target
businesses spontaneously as they walk by.
• Support paid marketing to ensure people know what’s going on.
• Central website with all latest details is a great resource and subscriber emails and social
media for updates are effective and low cost, wouldn’t allocate too much budget to
paid ads in local press. Most people will get info online and free news coverage.
• To reach older demographics who access the Internet less, use notices at the Seniors
Centre, supermarkets, medical offices, etc.
• Not sure point 3 (paid advertising for residents and businesses) is necessary.
What we will do:
• Project website will be developed early in the process and subscriber database
maintained.
• Paid advertising will be limited as tool for information about the project.
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5. Two to Three One Bear Street Info Session Open Houses – For tenants
o Host an information session over 2 days to provide Bear Street residents and
businesses information and displays on the project, and identify key contacts and
information resources.
o Update information on known construction schedule, approach (phases), and
illustrations of progress plan.
o Plan follow-up small-group meetings with key stakeholder groups, if needed.
o Maintain displays after sessions in Town Hall or public space adjacent Bear Street.
o Construction contractor invited to meet stakeholders.
Support
68%

Don’t Support
14%

Not sure
18%

What we heard:
• We only support point 3 – maintain displays in Town Hall, but no more open houses.
• Wasn’t this already done? Is there something more to gain from having another open
house? If there isn’t a clear objective for this open house I would say it could be a waste
of time and energy.
• Be mindful of these events; keep the costs in check. Too many ‘gatherings’ can
sometime allow for lingering issues to be revisited and this in turn causes project
management cost creep
• Wasn’t this already done? Is there something more to gain from having another open
house? If there isn’t a clear objective for this open house I would say it could be a waste
of time and energy.
• Will these be necessary if there are so many other information sharing avenues? Open
House, Info Session & media communication all seem the same, might be able to cut
some of the frequency back. How will “key stakeholders” be identified for special small
group meetings?
• Ample opportunity for feedback has been given by the town. I’m not sure what this will
achieve? Is it a communication push or are you looking to pull additional feedback?
• Wasn’t this already done?
• This is important when plans are in place and the construction schedule and access
points. More information given, the better – and if this is most efficient for Town and
businesses, so be it.
• Support. But concern if this (open houses) doesn’t happen through the whole
construction process.
• If, by the end of communications and marketing planning, you have reached the
majority of business stakeholders, it might make sense to focus these open houses on
residents of Bear Street.
• The more information available to interested people, the better.
• How will “key stakeholders” for the “follow-up small-group meetings” be identified?
• This should be ongoing – open house each month of construction. There should be a
workshop component of the open house for those directly affected – being part of a
process rather than just being talked to enhances the ability of those impacted to buy in
and promote.
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What we will do:
• Reduce to one info session and Q&A for Bear Street stakeholders (businesses, services,
employees, residents, property owners and managers) in early 2020, as soon as
construction schedules are set and project phasing is determined.
• Maintain a public display for Bear Street stakeholders and other Banff businesses and
residents.
• Organize ad hoc meetings with Bear Street stakeholders such as businesses in a specific
building, on specific issues for those tenants, as requested.

Construction Phase
6. Info Updates online, bulletin board and media
o Regular weekly website and e-newsletter updates during construction
o Clear schedule of construction, phases for areas of street under construction, and
access/closures maps and schedules.
o Share related important information – delivery access points, shuttle access, delivery
schedules, where available.
o Monthly paid ad in local media (print/radio) at major milestones of project
o Monthly Regular poster updates at display locations in town
o Monthly updates to Town and Partner employees
o Web-based construction cameras show construction progress and monitor
pedestrian traffic flows (if needed for construction and monitoring purpose only, and
if FOIP compliant)
Support
91%

Don’t Support
4.5%

Not sure
4.5%

What we heard:
• Make sure to keep all info up to date
• what is currently being proposed is sufficient as stated; schedule updates are top
priority for (us)
• If you have a website it should be updated daily. If there are any major changes it should
be updated as soon as it is known that there is a change.
I don’t think web based construction cameras are necessary. Is there something to gain
from this other than satisfy people’s curiosity? Maybe instead people can be
encouraged to visit Bear street to see how the construction is coming along.
• I think there should be a bulletin board. It can show a map of the street and the current
“laneways” that are open for people to move between businesses. This can be updated
whenever there is a change that impacts the ability for people to move through Bear
street. Have red and green magnets or something similar that can be moved to show
laneways (open or closed) and other magnets to show where certain “attractions” may
be located that day.
Any information should be clear and concise. People are not going to read an entire
page of information just to figure out how to get to where they want to go. Don’t make
wordy social media posts.
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We need info sharing on Truck deliveries, construction equipment entry, percussion
drilling schedules.
Local media paid ads are a waste of money – locals and residents will know what is
going on. Could instead offer a Print advertising subsidy for magazine/ print ads
promoting Bear Street businesses. EX: subsidized paid ads on in-hotel info sheets,
Crowfoot media, Etc. that reaches businesses target markets.
This is a good way to spread information. If bulletin board could be located in the Bear
Street Courtyard or Bear Street parking lot that would be a good place for centralized
info sharing.
Need a bulletin board online and a real board in a “private” place for businesses and
employees to see construction schedules and access changes.
We should collect a truck delivery schedule from businesses and share among
businesses so we can coordinate alley access better. Include tenants of Banff Ave since
they will have an impact on the other side of the alley.
Social media is a must.
The more information going out, that contains a good amount of detail, the better.
Support the webcam ideas. Not sure about bulletin boards – where would you put them
and would people read them?
I wouldn’t bother with the monthly paid media ads except for major updates like
Wolf/Caribou closure periods.
All good, except web-based camera – this is unnecessary.
Support all but point makes no sense – updating Town staff. Also web cams would be
nice but costs have to be kept under control.

What we will do:
• Website and physical bulletin board will be created.
• Web cams will only be implemented and publicly accessible if they are needed for
construction monitoring purposes and if FOIP compliant (images cannot identify
individuals)

7. Bear Street Refreshing Info Sessions – for wider community and tenants
o Every 2-3 months One public open houses are held or drop-in displays in public
space for Banff residents and businesses (outside Bear Street) to learn about project
updates and to help stakeholders understand key aspects of the project. Key
Stakeholders include transportation services, trades services, tourism agents.
o Displays identify project activity, timeline and design.
o Construction contractor invited to meet stakeholders in these sessions.
Support
62%

Don’t Support
24%

Not sure
14%

What we heard:
• Don’t want to draw attention to fact of construction – just do marketing that all
businesses are open.
• Transparency keeps people happy! Good or bad news do this!
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I can’t figure out why I am not sure. I think it’s not clear to me that there is something to
gain from having these open house sessions. People should already be updated in the
same way that they will be informed that this session is taking place (eg. Local news,
social media, posters etc.). There is already a committee where input is given from the
businesses and residents on the street, who are supposedly staying in communication
with their customers and other people in town and providing input.
How are these different from the open houses and why do we need both? Open House,
Info Session & media communication all seem the same, might be able to cut some of
the frequency back.
Seems like overkill especially with block captain system and other tactics
Include other organizations like tour companies, Hotels, and trades services to know
what is going on.
If information is kept up to date online and stakeholders have easy points of contact and
open channels of communication, I don’t think these are necessary. Too many open
house sessions can start to
be draining for everyone involved.
I don’t quite get why you would update people on what they can clearly see is
happening. Telling people construction is still happening doesn’t solve the problem.
Don’t spend a lot of money or time on this.
Isn’t this going to be updated through email and through the committee? Is this
necessary?
Involve the whole Banff community, not just Bear Street. The more they know and are
involved in the project, the greater ease of information sharing and awareness.
I think quality over quantity. Designate main communications methods over the whole
project and ensure the quality of the information given out.
There are too many meetings being proposed and we need to focus on being active and
less boardroom discussions. Meet when necessary. Residents and visitors can visually
see progress and can find appropriate info online.
The more information the better. Interaction with construction company
representatives may be interesting.

What we will do:
• Reduce public meeting for Banff community to one session in spring or public displays.
• Active meeting with affected stakeholders not located on Bear Street, such as trades
and transportation services, Banff Ave tenants.
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Customer Attraction – Recommended Marketing Tactics
8. Launch Event
o Hold a launch event with Bear Street businesses and organizations, residents,
construction crews, and visitors.
Support
36%

Don’t Support
45%

Not sure
18%

What we heard:
• I don't believe block party is necessary. At the end of the day it's construction that we
give everyone a headache while it’s ongoing, not matter how nice it will look at the end
and how nice we want to spin it.
• Happy to participate
• I don’t know that there is a huge benefit to this. Seems like it could be a waste of money
• Spending money on this does not help businesses; we prefer to spend the money on
extra workers to get the job done faster. We understand that the Launch event is to
maintain good relations with workers, but think it would be effective for our business to
build relationships with the construction crew directly ex: Workers coupon, staff deal,
host a night for them (shopping party).
• Don’t see the value – think we might be better served when the project is complete.
• Launch event probably not necessary. Wrap up event would be more appropriate
• Ambassadors should have product familiarization tours of all the businesses and
services. Town should pay for familiarization of services.
• Launching a brutal construction project – not a good idea.
• Not necessary. Get in and start the work.
• What would this entail?
• This would be a nice introduction for all stakeholders to build relationships and
communicate effectively through the process.
• Does not make any difference to my business.
• Not interested in the construction / demolition party. Once it is done – yes.
• Don’t. Why have a party to make the start of a very disruptive and business revenuereducing period?
• Businesses, residents and crews know what’s happening so this in not necessary and no
need to spend more money.
What we will do:
• Eliminate separate launch event, and instead merge activities with pervious information
sharing tactic of the one stakeholder info session, and add meet and greet for all people
involved in the project.
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9. Bear Street Refreshing
Ambassadors
o Spring, summer and fall
variable staffing representing
the project on Bear Street.
o About six individuals are
hired and provided scripting
and branded apparel to roam
the area and staff Welcome
to Bear Street.
o Bear Street Refreshing kiosks
would be established at ends
of the street to attract
pedestrians to the street and
direct them to the range of
businesses.
o Ambassadors receive customer service and tourism-related training, and
specialization on how to promote businesses on the street. Ambassadors participate
in business familiarization tours.
o Ambassadors provide in-person welcome and encouragement, while compiling
concerns for the communications committee to review.
o Host 15-minute workshops for Tips for construction crews to provide information
points and visitor-services tips, as well as and stickers for hard hats.
o Work with BLLT to provide other visitor information centres with Bear Street
marketing tools.
Support
100%

Don’t Support
-

Not sure
-

What we heard:
• Yes, as long as they are very well-informed.
• Highly support this tactic. The best way to reach visitors and have an impact is face to
face communication. Suggest additional resources are put in this area.
• I think we should not only have them trained in business and to promote them, but also
be aware of how to get to certain ones during different stages of construction, tips on
shortcuts etc.
• This will be a ‘nice to have/offer’ piece for tourist steering, info sharing and business
identification.
• These people should also be up to date regarding how to get around Bear Street. If they
are asked how to get somewhere they will know where to direct people. It should be
clear that these are not tourist information booths. They are meant to help people
navigate the construction not figure out how to get to the gondola.
• These ambassadors will need to maintain ongoing contact with the businesses and
organizations on Bear Street in order to keep their information new and exciting.
• We could help, with soft-branded tours to bring visitors right onto Bear Street.
• Support IF AND ONLY IF these ambassadors have training and familiarity with our retail
business and are able to direct traffic to our STORE. How do we know they’re driving
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retail traffic? We are concerned that they’ll turn into Banff Ambassadors not Bear St …
not sure it’ll drive traffic. What tools can we provide the Ambassadors? How do achieve
a “call to action” to benefit our business? What opportunities are available for us to
advertise or have incentives (coupons, etc) at the Kiosks? HIGH SEASON defined as June,
July, August and Sept. with increased staffing during these months
Good but I don’t think we need to educate construction workers
This is important and would be most successful for all businesses.
It would be great if these people could be located at the ends of the street, giving Bear
St info. Focus should be Bear St businesses, not general info.
Staff must be well trained please.
As long as it avoids mentioning “construction issue”. Need to emphasize businesses and
opportunities.
This is priority #1. This is what businesses need. Spend large percent of funds here.
Necessary as along as it is specific to Bear Street and not just general info tourism
training.
Ambassadors should have FAM-style orientation so they are familiar with all Bear Street
businesses and can promote them to visitors.
Keep the marketing classy and not a circus. There are a lot of health and wellness
services on this block so have ambassadors reflect that.
I don’t like the bullet on construction workers.
Information kiosks and staff will definitely help with information. But don’t support the
information and visitor service tips for construction crews.
Have ambassadors touch base with Front Desks throughout construction to endure they
are passing on correct information to guests.

What we will do:
• This will be a central part of the marketing investment on staff, training and temporary
kiosks.
• Familiarization activity for learning about Bear Street tenants will be essential.
• We will decrease involvement of work crews in any orientation, but provide information
as needed.

10. Bear Street Refreshing collateral material
o Develop customized posters and table tent-cards for Bear Street businesses, and
“sister” businesses elsewhere in Banff.
o Provide content for Banff businesses and agencies to use in e-newsletters and
websites.
o Provide tools and templates and support printing of postcards/brochures for
professional services and businesses to give to clients, patients and customers.
o Disseminate resident postcards promoting the professional services, as well as the
project website and e-newsletter.
Support
72%

Don’t Support
9%

Not sure
18%

What we heard:
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Yes, please as soon as anything is available. Keep in mind (medical) offices as they prebook patients 6 months in advance, so they will need updates on construction earlier
than others. (We) shared material from BLLT last winter during snow days, similar
pamphlets can be easily produced with simple information on where to get more
details/updates on construction, it doesn't have to hold exact dates etc. Less details
means less need to update. Pamphlet should include where to go get updates and some
generic info about the refreshment of Bear Street.
Not a priority for (us); spending big additional dollars on print material for circulation
can be a never ending pit; at some point you have to realize the project is just
happening and let people figure it out; it’s a work around not a dead end type project.
I like having cards to promote project website and newsletter.
Disseminate postcards with bear street business info. / incentives. In addition to “sister”
businesses, negotiate space for posters, tent cards, etc. in other places (ex: parkade by
nesters market, the library, visitor centre, etc.)
Only concern is directing people to businesses outside Bear Street.
Could we create a “Bear Street Bucks” or coupons that could help drive traffic and keep
returning?
Not required. Potentially wasteful. Our sister businesses already have so much
information coming to consumers at tables and bathrooms that the message would be
lost. Tactic #9 is the most important.
Needs to only be Bear street businesses. Please not something like squirrels from Banff
Refreshing where money is wasted.
This is really important to facilitate consistent messaging from all partners and channels.
A brochure stand with schedules would be key for service industries and hours of
operation.
Make sure marketing is professional
Support this, but tent cards are not suitable for all businesses, but posters are. Let
businesses do their own websites. Resident postcards are unnecessary.

What we will do:
• Limit print material to save waste, and only for Bear Street tenants.
• Review with different types of businesses and services which products are best for
them.
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11. Bear Street Refreshing Signs, Wayfinding, Public Art and Streetscape Campaign
o Deploy hoarding scrim (fabric fence wrap) reflecting the attractive elements, without
detracting from natural environment, on moveable construction fencing. Depictions
could include bear images and bear facts, heritage images of Bear Street, and/or bear
safety information.
o Scrim would be low enough for passersby to see construction activity and businesses
on opposite side of construction. Fence height would be limited to ensure sightlines
of buildings on opposite sides of the street and mountain vistas.
o Add signage on construction fences indicating each business, when construction
fencing or barricades separate pathways from buildings, and signs on inside of
construction fence for visibility from opposite side of the street.
o Main entrances at either end of Bear Street to have large signage with maps
indicating businesses and services.
o End zones fencing could have interactive elements, such as crowd-sourced or
interactive art.
o Signage and wayfinding leads people from Banff Ave and Lynx St to access Bear St
o Implement Bear Street attractions such as moveable life-size bear statue, bear
plywood cutouts with holes for visitors to position family members for photos, selfie
stations, or locally commissioned bear sculptures to create a cultural attraction.
o Optional nighttime projections on buildings showing bears.
o Include alleys, surface lots as main entrance thoroughfares with branded entrances
and wayfinding.
o Signage at key entry nodes includes information on shuttle/taxi drop off points,
nearest public washrooms, near-by short-term parking…
Support
86%

Don’t Support
-

Not sure
14%

What we heard:
• Yes please - this is really exciting.
• Support hoarding scrim with heritage photos of Bear Street. Other bear-related items
should be at kiosks. Having signs related to the various businesses is an obvious detail.
Perhaps peepholes could be lined up to view actual businesses. A very low to the ground
bear cut-out for children might be worthwhile. Life-sized bear statures are too prone to
damage and disappearance, and people will take selfies and photos wherever they
want.
• Nature-based scrim and signage that doesn’t become overly flashy or tacky. Classy, not
circus.
• All my clients care about is parking and how to get to appointments.
• All visuals should encourage social media sharing, selfie opportunities or interactive or
evolving art pieces. This will help balance any negative online commentary related to
construction.
• Scrim design could have a storytelling element that flows along the fence, encouraging
people to follow the narrative (or a Q&A type format) down Bear Street.
• I think it is important to learn from the Banff Ave project. The squirrels were linked to
the refresh, however, thousands of dollars went into the signs that got constantly
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stolen. As well, as the pins that were collected, too much money was wasted by the
goods having to be replaced.
This is everything. Wayfinding is crucial. Access points must be clearly defined and well
signed, welcoming and consistent. We can’t have them moved monthly. Could we add a
public access route through the alley to Bison Courtyard.
Design a big entrance feature at each end with large directories for all businesses. Make
them “Grand Entrances”. Invest in promotions to get people to come to the entrances –
things that you can see from Banff Avenue.
Create a map like a mall directory, maybe with marketing language to “pitch” the
opportunities on the street.
Allow each business to have their own marketing sign at the nodes, printed by the
Town.
Add a direction sign post at each end of the street that points to mountains AND to
businesses.
Ensure businesses across the alleys clean up so even the alley is a nice thoroughfare
during construction.
Workers must keep all construction areas on their side of the scrim totally clean and
dust free.
If any sort of a guerilla marketing campaign could be done that would be really fun.
Something that is original edgy and instagrammable that people will absolutely seek
out. Ie. Banff Sign, Giant Bear Etc…. A well-executed campaign of this nature will not
be cheap but I support resources going into this and boots on the street rather than
spending a huge amount on scrim etc…. There is a large parking lot available to use for
such a campaign
There are 3 art galleries on Bear Street. Utilization of images from this source not only
provides excellent material but also aids in the advertising of some of the businesses.
Evenly delegated and interspersed with images of other businesses, services and
organizations. Certainly include some image about Bears but it may be more interesting
and effective to have material about the activities/businesses/organizations on the
street. This approach would be a more interesting approach than a homogenized
approach.
Space for businesses to
advertise on scrim
essential. Additional
signage on street and
shared spaces (ex: bison
courtyard) very
important. Bear theme
with sculpture and info.
is good.
I would love to see
images on the fences
related to the business
in front/behind, such as
a photo cyclists on
Vermillion Lakes road in
front of Soul Ski and
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Bike. Another idea would be to get someone like Ryan Carter—who has a store on Bear
Street—to get involved in the design of the fence covers. Or another artist through
Canada House? The sign at the end of Bear Street right now, that says “Visit Bear Street”
seems not that useful—I would try a different tactic with the signage.
I like the idea of having heritage photos. Having sightline through the fences to see
stores on the other side is important. Signage on fences is important as well as node
signage. Bear statue is a waste of money, same with cut-outs, sculptures, selfie station
and nighttime projections. This isn’t attracting people to businesses; it is taking the
focus away. I do not see any of these things being useful.
This piece is key to assisting business partners and guests to easily locate our head office
Very much support the signs on insides of fences.
Street Tour Guide – (reference Q. 9 & 11) like the ambassador concept, have an
individual do scheduled laps on Bear Street highlighting the project progress, purpose
and businesses along the way
Need a map showing all businesses at each end of Bear Street.

What we will do:
• Balance appealing imagery on fencing that attracts people to the street without
distracting from mountain scenery.
• Include opportunities to showcase businesses and services on the street from ends of
street and fencing.
• Tools to foster easy navigation is a priority.

12. Bear Street Refreshing Media Campaign
o Update project website for multimedia, information, business profiles and activities,
supported by a subscription based e-newsletter for residents, businesses and
stakeholder.
o Build media profiles of businesses for promotions – in collaboration with BLLT.
o Provide local news media with milestone announcements and multimedia about the
project, and key contacts for updates.
o Implement paid media/social media campaign geo-fenced for in-market customers
about business profiles and scheduled activities.
o Activate branded social media presence to respond to inquiries and provide accurate
information about the project and business opportunities.
Support
82%

Don’t Support
9%

Not sure
9%

What we heard:
• Keep it classy. No clowns in material.
• What is a branded social media presence – sounds like it should be at the kiosks.
• Targeting the in-market customer with location targeted Social Media ads should be
really effective.
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Branded social media accounts are a good idea – consider inviting local businesses and
influencers to “takeover” the accounts for a day and showcase their experience or
offering on Bear Street.
Ensuring that advertising is being done for companies that would attract tourists. Also
informing locals that they can still go to their doctors is crucial.
Don’t bother reminding people construction is happening. Scares people away.
#9 and #11 are more important uses of resources. All other information can be
disseminated via website and press release or updates. Targeted media spend will not
capture target markets unless it is geofencing related to a must-see attraction etc * see
comment #11
Major exposure on Roam Transit?
How is the project website updating different than online communications plan in #6?
Opportunity for Bear Street businesses to provide branded/ business-specific media that
will be featured on websites, social media, and promotional videos.
I don’t like the clown idea that was implemented on Banff Avenue, I would not support
that tactic being used again. I don’t think a paid e-media campaign with information for
visitors before arriving in Banff about Bear Street is a good idea either. I think it’s better
to promote the street once they are in Banff with the other ideas that have been
suggested. I like the idea of the e-newslettter, Facebook updates, etc. for residents and
business owners to keep updated. Not sure a branded social media campaign on the
Bear Street refreshing is necessary?
Don’t even tell people that Banff is under construction. Just focus on making it easy for
them to navigate and get around, make it your goal to make sure they don’t feel
impacted by the construction.
Not critical for our business
don't forget to focus your efforts on resident locals and professional business on Bear
Street, make sure there is signage at shortcut points to access Bear Street mall
Offer businesses the opportunity to have promotions or events that are advertised
through these marketing strategies. That would be a better way to encourage people to
visit Bear street. Having “Bear Zones” does not attract people to the businesses. Also
keep in mind that there are many businesses that do not market to tourists. How are
you going to support them during this construction?
Bear Bucks or coupons to be redeemed at any Bear Street business – it can be a coupon
for a discount or a cash amount.
Produce content for hotels’ in-room television systems to reach in-market visitors
Work with BLLT to showcase the vision for the completed street during Snow Days 2020
on Bear Street.
Provide FAQs on the project to all hotel Front Desk teams and reservation agents

What we will do:
• Promotions will fit diversity of Bear Street’s upscale and professional services and
products.
• Local-based marketing to visitors and tourists online, emphasizes offering on the street
primarily, and streetscape secondarily.
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Marketing will include targeting residents who access services such as medical clinics
and professional services.
Integration and leveraging of specific businesses’ promotions is a key component of the
marketing.

13. On-street activities
o Convert Welcome kiosks into periodic mini-stages for street performers in nodes to
attract visitors from Banff Avenue, Wolf and Caribou streets, June to September.
o Bear Street businesses hand out limited-edition Bear Street Refreshing branded items
in phases, such as hat, T-shirt, mini bear cutout to people in August and September.
Giveaways could be at kiosks or tenants (e.g. for one week, four businesses would
have the giveaways, and the next week other businesses would have the giveaways).
o Install and host bear-themed selfie zones.
o Invite visitors to share photos from specific locations on Instagram, with special
hashtag, to create a crowd-sourced time-lapse of development.
o Leverage BLLT marketing to extend the reach of individual business promotions
products, special offerings/events or merchandise.
Support
59%

Don’t Support
9%

Not sure
32%

What we heard:
• Need the activities to be professional.
• It will be a construction zone – there are certain businesses that just can’t work – yoga
studio, bike rentals, etc. How about access for these business to sites outside Bear
Street – like the Seniors Centre (101 Bear) the Museum, Central Park, Train Station,
Tents on Banff Ave.
• I don’t think there will be too much room for activities and it makes little difference to
my business.
• No clowns! No silly circus stuff.
• Very important.
• Support entertainment that attracts customers to companies, not just entertainment
without a purpose.
• Extend performance period into September, have a mix of family-oriented and grownup entertainment.
• Merchandise is great, but the design has to be cool enough that someone would want
to wear it. Collaborate with a local artist/designers, don’t just put a logo on it.
• Don’t support – where is the room for mini stages. Would there be any way for people
to identify which business was handing things out. Who promotes the hashtag – info
kiosks?
• I would be happy to help out with free movie tickets to help attract people, if the Town
supports the cost.
• What about free wifi on the street?
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Entertainment should be family-friendly in July and August, and maybe shift to more
adult entertainment in September.
Cautiously support. Absolutely support some sort of a photo worthy install and other
tactics (well-executed) in order to create a must visit attraction. Not sure about street
performers as it may just add to the din of construction. Do not support branded
merchandise. It seems wasteful, gimmicky and potentially does not fit with our core
values as an aspiring model environmental community
It would be great to use the Bison courtyard as a place to host activities for all
businesses.
Move beyond the Bear theme – more imaginative.
Street performers are not prudent allocation of funds and of questionable efficacy.
Opportunity to work with Bear Street business to develop limited edition bear street
branded items. Hire local artists to do designs or have a contest to engage community?
Other opportunities for businesses to do additional gift-with-purchase, etc. type of
activations with marketing support from Town of Banff/BLLT
I would support the bear selfie zone and Instagram hashtag, but not the street
performers and business giveaways. I don’t see the street performers working with the
image of our street as a cool/sophisticated destination, they seem a bit juvenile and
corny to me.
Great ideas.
Since we are already doing walking tours for visitors, based right on Bear Street, perhaps
we could help with soft-branded walking tours to take visitors from Banff Avenue right
to Bear Street. Tours would be free for visitors if there was some sort of funding
available.
I don’t think street performers are necessary.
Do not waste money on hats and t-shirts and other promotional junk that most people
end up throwing out. Banff wants to maintain an environmentally friendly image.
I am not sure whether I support the giveaways. I want people to buy things in my store, I
don’t want to waste my staff’s time when the person doesn’t even purchase something.
Usually the people that are participating in these types of activities don’t spend money.
Low priority; daily access is our need.
I think some colourful lighting could be employed at night on the construction site to
make the street more inviting at night-time.
Live music series in the Wildflour courtyard? Connect with artists from the Banff Centre?
Allow for more storefront signage/video screens in the stores to showcase what they
have to offer.
We spoke with our Calgary manager about some of the things that worked well on 17th
Ave. during Construction and the best event/ activation was the Shop Hop. People
Register for the Shop Hop in advance, with a cap on the number of tickets available
(there are usually 500 on 17th Ave.) When registered participants pick up their coupon,
they also get a swag bag with goodies donated by participating businesses. There is
usually a bottle of water or prosecco, kettle popcorn or other snack, along with more
traditional freebies. The 17th Ave. Business Improvement Area (BIA) gives away 500,
$25 vouchers to the public to come use at participating locations on 17th Ave. The
voucher can be used on any purchase over $25 at ANY PARTICIPATING BUSINESS. Each
business is responsible for collecting the vouchers and handing them into the BIA with
proof of purchase receipts. The 17th Ave. Business Improvement Area then payed each
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business the full amount of what was redeemed. If the vouchers were not brought into
the BIA by the deadline, the business was not reimbursed for the voucher amount. This
is a one day event. Collection of vouchers by registered shop hoppers occurs during a
set time (ie: from 11:00 AM until 2:00 PM) Most participating businesses offer a
discount or some other incentive along with accepting the $25 voucher. The Key to the
success of this event was getting ALL businesses on board. We recommend hosting a
Shop-Hop every 2-3 months with Bear street businesses. Could coincide with BLTT /
regional events ex: snow days, April wellness event, Banff Yoga Festival, Mel’s Road
race, etc.
What about a sandpit with toys/trucks for kids to play in.
Have a brochure kiosk for all businesses and printing is paid for by the Town
Map of all businesses with specific names.

What we will do:
• Programming of any street entertainment must fit with feel of Bear Street businesses
and have a primary purpose of attracting, then directing to businesses.
• Interactive element of scrim or selfie stations possibly more important.
• A single high quality statue would be considered better than multiple lower quality
“gimmicks”
• Design and distribution of give-aways must be well conceived as true attractions that
complement Bear Street services and businesses.
• Leverage marketing of businesses and services wherever possible.

14. Off-site support and promotions
o Roaming Bear Street Refreshing Ambassadors provide information to pedestrians on
Banff Avenue directing visitors to Bear Street.
o Five parking and traffic ambassadors provide wayfinding from the primary parking
lots in town (including new Train Station Lot) to visit Bear Street, and support traffic
flow at key locations on Banff Ave., Lynx St., Buffalo St. and Railway Ave. on
weekends during late June, July and August.
o Resident taxi pass service (modelled on seniors taxi pass program) to provide
residents with shuttle from their home or other Banff location to Bear Street
professional service during peak summer season. Service would provide six free
shuttles per person for the year.
o Explore service of electric golf-cart shuttle from Banff Ave to Bear Street, with
ambassador greeter.
o 10 wayfinding and map information signs in key parking locations and Banff Ave to
direct visitors and residents to Bear Street.
o Bear paw prints on Banff Ave intersections and down Wolf and Caribou streets
guide visitors to Bear Street.
o Temporary (Atco) trailer on Banff Ave designed as show case of changing Bear
Street Businesses, from galleries to retail. Jewel box displays on Banff Ave.
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o Temporary pop-up locations for Bear Street businesses, such as block booking of
Gazebo or 101 Bear for regularly scheduled Yoga classes; help request bike rental
space at Train Station / Banff Ave; Whyte Museum and Town Hall for special
events or retail specials hosted by Bear Street business.
o Additional pop-up retail display zones for Bear Street businesses in Banff.
Support
86%

Don’t Support
10%

Not sure
4%

What we heard:
• I love the concept of a shuttle service. Please make this happen and make residents
aware of this and provide businesses with help informing residents.
• Unnecessary.
• Great ideas. Allow other service businesses to set up temporary shop outside the street
– such as Central Park, Banff Ave or Train Station.
• Very important
• A branded Bear Street shuttle vehicle would help access, and raise awareness. Shuttling
to Banff Ave, and Train Station will literally pull people to Bear Street.
• Ambassador presence at Visitor Centre and High School Transit Hub could be helpful.
• Love the paw prints idea.
• Add a transit stop at Bear Street.
• Rack card stands at various locations around Banff with Bear Street businesses.
• A golf cart shuttle service to Banff Ave would be awesome.
• As per comments above, boots on the ground will be critical in achieving any measures
of successful diversion of pedestrian traffic to Bear St during construction.
• Paw prints on the ground get dirty quickly and lose their effectiveness.
• Really like an enhanced taxi service or golf cart shuttle idea to take those with
disabilities from the end of the street (drop off point) to their respective appointment
building.
• Have information sessions with hotels so they can train their front desk staff to
recommend businesses on Bear Street – that are still open.
• ESSENTIAL TO HAVE AMBASSADORS ON BANFF AVE. TAKING PEOPLE TO BEAR STREET.
Opportunities for hotels to also offer shuttles directly to Bear Street. We are concerned
that Ambassadors and off-site support folks will turn into Banff Ambassadors not Bear
St. How will we know that they are driving traffic to Bear Street/ out store?
• Makes sense.
• Helping the bike rental businesses set up rental stations at the train station and central
park was mentioned at the meeting and I am in full support of this idea for July and
August especially. This could be combined with other Bear Street marketing potentially.
• I like the idea of ambassadors and signs at the parking lots, and the paw prints guiding
people to Bear Street. Not sure about the roaming ambassadors providing information
to pedestrians on the street
• Promote the shuttle service. Make sure people are aware of this and how it can be
utilized. When someone has used their 6 free what is the fee for using it afterwards?
• No need for this cost from my perspective.
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Have shuttle from key areas in rest of the town, directly to Bear Street mall, it is a very
central location and having a drop off by Bear Street Mall would benefit all other
business too.
I was surprised to learn about the town-sponsored service already existed to some
degree for patients to make it to doctors appointments. I was shocked because I had
never heard of it. On further inquiry with my patients and more seasoned staff at the
clinic that have experience with the service, they were very quick to elaborate on how it
does not work well. Patients have either not been picked up, been stranded with no way
back from appointments and unable to contact the service, or picked up by the service
and then dropped off having to still walk home because the shuttle does not have the
range to bring them to their door. Obviously, the intent is good but the delivery is poor,
so I hope the plans are not to expand that service or point to it as a solution that already
addresses this issue. I suggest a system organized with the taxi services in Banff for
bringing patients as close as possible to the medical clinics for designated appointments.
The reason that I suggest the taxi service is because they are incentivized to deliver the
full door to door service. To avoid abuse, I suggest that patient's pay for the ride and
bring their receipt to their appointment where we can validate it and they can be
reimbursed after they submit the receipt to the town of Banff in a way that does not
require a bunch of paperwork or computer savvy knowledge to create online accounts
and upload scanned documents as this will be too cumbersome for patients. Obviously,
some limit to the number of times the service can be used must be in place.
Support the idea of giving professional business on bear street like dentist and others in
Bear Street Mall the taxi vouchers to give out the their patients, so construction does
not have to effect their business operations as patientss can get here or be very delayed
Consider loaning out parking spots from the Town Of Banff private parkade (by nesters)
to Bear Street Parkade tenants during construction times when Bear Street Parkade is
inaccessible.
Discuss with Town of Banff on how are they thinking of utilizing new train station
parking lot, when it's to be closed from Oct 15 to early May (NEW information) it may
overlap with start of the construction on Bear Street.
could consideration be given to staff who commute and work on Bear Street, since
already limiting parking on bear street will be lost during construction, and overflow will
need to be accommodated by Nester's parkade and train parking lot (if opened) and
other off street parking, it would be best for staff that work on bear street to commute
by ROAM. That being said the construction is not something that was optional or chosen
by the staff, maybe Town of Banff could allocate budget to offer subsidize ROAM bus
passes for duration of the construction.
We would be interested in other off-site rental space, as long as not shared with other
rental companies. We don’t have any other property in town for operations, but other
rental companies do.
during construction consider the half of Bear Street Parking surface lot adjacent to the
Bear Street Mall open to public. shuttle parking, and allocate the other half (by gallery)
to construction vehicles and material. Bear Street Mall is very central location and
contains many of the professional business!

What we will do:
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We incorporated ideas to explore and develop of off-site pop-up locations for certain
Bear Street businesses. We are exploring block booking of Town managed space and
helping facilitate space in other locations such as on Banff Avenue and at the Train
Station.
We incorporated the idea to offer an enhanced taxi-rebate service, and are exploring
golf-cart shuttles to Banff Ave and Train Station.
Expanding the Ambassador program to other key locations in town is an important
component of the marketing program.
We are exploring routing of the free shuttle from the Train Station Parking lot to have its
route go to Bear Street for dropoff and pickup.

15. Wrap-up activity
o A Bear Street Refreshed event will mark the fully opened street, with representation
to include elected officials, businesses, residents and construction crews. This event
would occur after major street and sidewalk obstructions and fencing are removed,
but may occur before implementation of all street furniture and landscaping.
Support
82%

Don’t Support
9%

Not sure
9%

What we heard:
• A wrap up party is not necessary. As a business, I’d rather get on with business than
have Bear Street disrupted any further. Money would be better spent on ensuring the
project is completed on time.
• Once it is fully complete, closing the entire block for a warming party with outdoor
tables and food and community building would be good – like they do in Italy.
• Nice touch. Way to give businesses the surge they need.
• Big Party!
• A great opportunity to launch the completed project and generate some positive PR for
the new look district.
• Cautiously support a family and community focused event with a BBQ and a local band.
Please do not repeat the Banff refreshing live event. This should only happen if
construction goes smoothly.
• I support – but would not want too much money invested.
• Not most pressing use of funds.
• Promote new streetscape with a special event.
• Honestly won’t benefit me any.
• Having closure is healthy for project stakeholders and residents/businesses.
What we will do:
• Strong general support is moderated by caution about expense and scope.
• We would budget for only a modest block party that would still be contingent on
construction progress and timing of completion – it would be discarded if the timing
meant it could interrupt any business to the street, rather than stimulate business.
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